Introduction
Let y{G) denote the lattice of all subgroups of a group G. By an -isomorphism (lattice isomorphism) of G onto a group H, we mean an isomorphism of £f(G) onto £?{H). By an JV £P-isomorphism (normaliser preserving .^-isomorphism) of G onto H, we mean an ^-isomorphism if> such that JV'(A*) = JV\A)* for all A e^ (G) . In this paper, we study certain properties of groups which remain invariant under .^.Sf-isomorphisms.
In § 1, we show that JT^-isomorphisms can be characterised both as commutator preserving ^-isomorphisms and as mixed commutator preserving •^-isomorphisms. This result is closely related to recent work of Spring [11] on ^-isomorphisms between finite ^-groups of exponent p. Spring proved, amongst other things, that every 3?-isomorphism between such groups is an Jf&-isomorphism and that j2?-isomorphic ^-generator ^-groups of exponent p and class 2 are necessarily isomorphic if k 52 4. We give a simple derivation of Spring's first result and of an analogous one of Pekelis [7] for locally nilpotent, torsion-free groups.
Rottlander [9] has given an example of an ^"^-isomorphism between non-isomorphic finite groups of the same order. In § 2, we give examples of the same phenomenon between finite ^-groups x {p > 2). The groups in the simplest examples are of order p l , exponent p 2 and class 3 (p > 3), and there are somewhat more complicated examples in which the groups have exponent p (p > 5).
Theorem 2 ( § 4) deals with the effect of an ^K2f-isomorphism <f> : y{G) -> y(H) on the central sections of G. (A section of G means a factor group AjB, where B < A 5j G. The section is called central if B < G and AjB -^ & [GIB) .) A typical case of the theorem states that if the restriction of </> to the factor commutator group GjG' is induced by an 456 D. W. Barnes and G. E. Wall [3] subgroup, 3?(G) the centre, of G. G m denotes the subgroup generated by the w-th powers of the elements of G.
Homomorphisms <f>, ip • • • of groups or lattices will be written exponentially: x** = (a;*)*'. If <f>: G -*• H is a (group) epimorphism and BjA a section of G, the equations (xA)*' = (xA)* (x e B) define an epimorphism <f>' : B\A -> B*jA*\ similarly, if y is an ^.Sf-isomorphism of F onto H, the equations {XjA)*' = X*\A* (X/A eSC(B/A)) define an Jf2-isomorphism y>' of BjA onto B^jA^. It is convenient to call <f>', %p' the restrictions of <f>, y> to BjA. We say that an JS?-isomorphism y> of G onto /f is induced by an isomorphism if there exists a group isomorphism <£ : G -*• H such that X* = X* whenever I e J ? ( G ) . The next corollary is a known result, due to Pekelis [7] in the torsionfree case and to Spring [11] in the prime exponent case. Our theorem gives a simple unified proof. COROLLARY PROOF. By the proof of the theorem, it is sufficient to show that (AT)* = (M*)' for each 2-generator subgroup M of G. Notice that M is nilpotent. Set N = M*.
./fCSP-isomorphisms
Suppose first that G has exponent p. Then M is a finite /i-group. Hence, if M is non-abelian, N must be a ^-group (Suzuki [12] , thm. 12, p. 12). The same conclusion holds when M is abelian for M is contained in a non-abelian finitely generated subgroup of G. It is clear that N is finite and has exponent p.
Suppose secondly that G is torsion-free. Then H is torsion-free. A torsion-free group is abelian if and only if its subgroup lattice is modular (Suzuki [12] , prop. 
Hence (M')*=N', as required.
The following inductive principle is useful for the construction of f-isomorphisms. LEMMA 
It is sufficient to show that A ^B-e>A*^B" for . 4 , Be^(G).
Since a"" 1 exists (by (a), (b)) and clearly satisfies the conditions of the theorem, it is sufficient to show that
by (ii) applied to &{C). (d) « is an Jf<£'-isomorphism. By theorem 1, it suffices to prove that {A')* = (A')' for A e SC{G). If A = G, this follows from (iii). If ^ < G, let 5 be a maximal subgroup of G containing A. Then (A 1 )' = (A*)' by theorem 1 and (ii) applied to &(B).
The following is the analogue of theorem 1 for Lie algebras.
THEOREM 1'. Let L, M be Lie algebras over the same principal domain R. Let <f>: &(L) -+ £f{M) be an isomorphism of the lattice jSf (L) of all subalgebras of L onto J?(M). Then the following are equivalent:
(a) Jf(A)* = JT{A*) for all subalgebras A^L, (b) (A')* = (A*)' for all A^ L.
PROOF, (a) => (b). This follows as in theorem 1 once we have proved: if every subalgebra of L is an ideal, then L is abelian.
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COROLLARY 2'. Let L, M be nilpotent Lie algebras over a field. Then every <?-isomorphism </>: SC(L) ->• 3P(M) is Jf£e.
There is no equivalent for Lie algebras of part (c) of theorem 1, for (Rx u Ry)' does not in general coincide with Rxy (x, y e L). In corollary 2', it is essential to assume both algebras nilpotent, as it is possible for a nilpotent algebra to be ^-isomorphic to a non-nilpotent algebra (for example, the two 2-dimensional Lie algebras are .Sf-isomorphic).
./Ti^-isomorphisms between non-isomorphic p-groups
Let p be a prime > 2. We give examples of ^T^f-isomorphisms between non-isomorphic finite ^-groups. By means of Lazard's theory [6] , these examples can be turned into examples of the same phenomenon for Lie rings; and when the groups have exponent p the Lie rings become Lie algebras over the field of p elements.
Wiman [13] 
SetB n (y) = ^4 n (y,0).Then B n (y) s B n {y') if and only if the congruence y X n-» = y> ( mo( i p) Q as a solution x^O (mod p) (Blackburn, I.e.). On the other hand, we now prove that if (a) yy' =£ 0 (mod p) and
then there exists an ~Y'&'-isomorphism of B n (y) onto B n (y').
Since the result is trivial for n = 3, we assume n ^ 4. G v is an abelian group whose defining relations are the last two lines of (2.1). H v is an abelian group with the same defining relations, except that y' replaces y. We show that H p = <sf, s 2 • • •, s^,_ 1 >, where
n~\-It will follow that there is an isomorphism
For p > n-1, the defining relations of H P reduce to s'f -s^, s'f" = 1 (t ^ 2). In this case we may take sf = sj*, since s* p -s'*" = s'^-i, = s^Li-For p = n-l, the defining relations are the same, except that si* = s|, We now define a mapping a : J? (G) -*• y{H) by:
Since the isomorphisms a^ all agree on <s 2 , • • •, $"_!>, the definition is unambiguous. All the conditions of lemma 1 are satisfied, so that a is an V ^"-isomorphism. Since C n (e) is generated by s, s t of order p and has class »-1 < £, it is a group of exponent p. We prove that G = C n (l), H = C n (-1) are JfSPisomorphic but not isomorphic. We take the generators of G to be s, s t , s 2 
Using these facts, it is easy to see that an ^"^"-isomorphism a of G onto H is defined as follows: b . W. Barnes and G. E. Wall [9] On simplification, the second and third lines yield 7a 2 = 1 and oc 2 = 1, giving the contradiction 7 = 1 . Thus 8 G ^ H.
A lemma on multilinear mappings
The following lemma plays an essential part in the proof of theorem 2 in the next section.
LEMMA 2. Let A x> -• •, A t , L, M be [additive) abelian groups. Let f{x lt • •', x t ), g(x lt • •', a;,) be multilinear functions of the variables x t e A i (i = 1, • • -,t) with values in L, M respectively. Suppose that the values of f, g generate L, M and that there exists an £?-isomorphism <f> of L onto M such that

• •, *<)>* = <*(*!, • • •, x t )} (all x x , • • ; x t ).
Then there exists an isomorphism a of L onto M such that f(x 1 , • • -, x t )* = g(x lt • • •, x t ) (all x lt • • •, x t ).
Remark 1. The expected generalisation to /J-modules, R a principal ideal domain, is valid and can be proved by the same method. E.g., when the A ( are vector spaces over a field R and L -M = R, the generalisation states that multilinear forms which vanish for the same values of the variables are scalar multiples of one another.
Remark 2. The conclusion of the lemma is equivalent to the following statement: (Here x denotes a row of variables x lt • • -,x, and so on.) In fact, if the condition holds, is a well defined 1 -1 correspondence; it is then clearly an isomorphism. The lemma is proved by induction on t. If t = 1, /, g are homomorphisms of A x onto L, M with the same kernel, so that f{x)*-+g(x) is an isomorphism * The same conclusion holds for » = 7 provided that the congruence 7a* = 1 (mod p) has no solution, i.e. if (7//>) ^ 1.
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By remark 2, and since a given sum f{x)-\-f{y)-\-• • • involves only
where A is a fixed integer prime to p. Let r x denote the order of f(x). We know, since g{x) also has order r n , that
where k z is prime to p. It is sufficient to prove th&t 
a(«) = /(«!, • • •, *,_!, a), a'(a) = gfa, • • -, x^, a).
We deduce that 
The main results
We study properties of a fixed ^T^f-isomorphism between two groups G, H. It is convenient for this purpose to represent G, H as factor groups of an auxiliary group F. In the applications, F will be a suitable free, or relatively free, group. [12]
On normaliser preserving lattice isomorphisms between nilpotent groupssection P/Q of F if K** = K* whenever Q g K <; P, i.e. if the restriction of <f> to P X IQ X maps P X JQ X onto P^jQ 11 and is compatible with the restrictions X', p' of X, n to P/(?. THEOREM 
Let X : F ^>-G, /* : F -+ H be epimorphisms and <f>: &(G) -> SC(H) an J'S£'-isomorphism. Let PJQi, • • •, P t IQ t be central sections of F on each of which <f> is compatible with the pair X, JX. Let
Then PjQ is a central section of F and ^ is compatible with the pair X, fi on P\Q.
PROOF. We prove the theorem for two sections P 1 /Q 1 , PJQz-The theorem for t sections then follows in an obvious way by induction.
Since
P\Q is a central section. Let w, v e P lt x, y e P 2 . Since PjQ ^ %{G\Q),
Similarly, [u, xy] = [u, x][u, y] (mod Q).
Taking v e Q t and y e Q 2 (3) .
Then the restriction, tp, of <f> to FIF'F"' is induced by an automorphism of FJF'F''.
PROOF. It is not difficult to see that F has generators x, y and defining relations of the form
Replacing F by FjF*, we may assume that r = s = t and F' = F'F". Let <a;>« s = (X), <y>* = <F> and write Now, since F ' is the direct product of 3 cyclic groups of order p*, the restriction of <f> to F' is induced by an automorphism of F' (Baer [1] ; cf. Suzuki [12] Since G is non-abelian, GjG' is relatively free and so is a (restricted) direct product of isomorphic cyclic groups. Since G is non-cyclic, the number, k, of cyclic factors is at least 2. Therefore G/G' ~ HjH'. Let 0 be any isomorphism of G\G' onto HjH'. Since ffeFandffg &{H), the epimorphism Aa0 : F -»-HjH' can be lifted to an epimorphism /i : F -*• H. Let N = ker /i. Now, it follows from results of Baer [1] (cf. Suzuki [12] , p. 35) that either (a) ^ : jg?(G/C) -> y(HjH') is induced by an isomorphism, or (b) GJG' is finite and k = 2. In case (a), we may suppose that <j> x is induced by 0, so that $ is compatible with the pair A, n on F/F'. By theorem 2, <£ is compatible with the pair A, fi on each factor group F ( ,,/F ( , + 1 ) . Thus (Suzuki [12] , p. 5). If P t is abelian, it is the direct product of 2 cyclic groups of the same order and so P, ~ Pf. It is therefore sufficient to prove the theorem when G, H are finite (non-abelian) 2-generator />-groups.
It is not difficult to see that, when c = 2 or 3, G and H are groups with generators x, y and defining relations of the form (4) and HjH U) are relatively free groups of class 3 and the exponent of G (3 )/G (4) is p' ^ p r . By lemma 3, <f>' is induced by an isomorphism 0'. Thus, if we choose the isomorphism 6 : GjG' -+ E\H' of the first paragraph of the proof in such a way that 6' is the restriction of 0 to GjK, then ^ is compatible with the pair X, n on F/F'F*'. By theorem 2 (with each P,/@,. equal to FjF'F 1 '), 4> is compatible with the pair X, n on F ( c ) . Thus {M n F U) )F {e+1) = (N n F, C) )F (C+1) , i.e. M = N. Hence G ~ H. This proves the theorem.
In some cases it is unnecessary to postulate that H e V since this follows from the existence of the ^K^-isomorphism <j>. The following is the simplest example. Recalling that every ^-isomorphism of a group of prime exponent is an ./r.^-isomorphism, we get COROLLARY 
Let G be a non-abelian, almost free group of V{p, c) and <f> an <?-isomorphism of G onto a group H. Then G ~ H.
In particular:
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